
POWERED BY 
CRAWFORD 
a trusted global brand  
for 80 years

You don’t need to imagine  
a better law firm experience. 
It’s arrived.

We are Crawford’s Australian law firm. 
Clients tell us our offering is game changing.

‘OneCrawford’
end-to-end claims solutions 
now including legal MORE FOR LESS

without compromising  
exceptional technical  
expertise or quality

NOT 
STRANGULATED
by traditional thinking

INTEGRATED  
AND UNBUNDLED
solutions, locally and globally

CONNECTING  
LEGAL SERVICES
across borders in a way  
many competitors cannot

BOLD
in reimagining  
pricing solutions

TECHNOLOGY  
AND DATA
seamless access of  
same systems,  
proactively managing  
outcomes and risk

DIFFERENT
integrated within  
Crawford and an 
independent firm

GAME CHANGING
services across  
recoveries and 
litigation management

NO DISCONNECT 
adjusters, builders, claims 
administrators and lawyers 
working side-by-side

SUPPLY CHAIN
helping reduce complexity, 
duplication, disconnect  
and cost between  
multiple suppliers



Case Study 

Integrated Model: 
Superior Results  
The challenge
Before engaging Crawford TPA and HBA Legal, our client was              
faced with claim cost blowout to such an extent that the binder had 
become unprofitable. 

Our new client was in a real and worsening bind, plagued with sky-high 
reserves and spiralling defence costs. The problem was so significant that 
the underwriter withdrew support for the binder.  At this point, Paratus 
Claims (now Crawford TPA) and HBA Legal stepped in, working closely 
with the client to positively turn the situation around. 

What we discovered
• The vast majority of claims were over reserved by a significant margin

• Higher reserves were driving higher defence costs

What we achieved
• The book returned to profitability

• Overall claim costs reduced by a significant margin

• Importantly, fewer claims began proceeding to the legal defence 
stage, decreasing claim costs further

• Average defence costs per claim were less than half compared to 
previous years before our involvement

• Commitments we gave at the start of the project were exceeded 

What no other TPA or law firm can provide

Results

74% 
reduction in TPA/ legal fees 
over 30 months 

64% 
reduction on total indemnity 
spend

50% 
potential client savings

89% 
increase in paid claims 
assessed

Want to overhaul your claims management?  
Let’s work together.
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The ‘legal eye’ built into the TPA claims process at no additional cost - 
this is how we achieve early settlement and reduce escalation of claims 
to the legal stage.  This “hidden” value is estimated to have saved this 
client more than $50,000 over a 12 month period, on top of the additional 
savings identified on indemnity spend and defence costs.


